Abel:
the How-To Manual
for teachers
_________________
Abel uses a simple workflow to collect data on student performance, producing
powerful insights of your classroom, with the ability to track Recommended lessons
and automagically personalising homework for each student.
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1.0 Workflow Overview
This section gives you an overview of what a standard workflow on Abel looks like.
Teachers and students will be given an Abel account.
Each step that has [standard] indicates a process that you most likely are
already doing in your classroom; [Abel] indicates an action that will be performed
on the Abel platform.

1.1 Preparing the Groundwork
1. [standard] You set your Exam Paper, or use an existing exam paper.
2. [Abel] You fill in the Exam Analysis based on your chosen exam paper in
(1).

1.2 Collecting Data
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

[standard] Your students sit for the exam.
[standard] You mark their papers as usual.
[standard] You return their papers in class.
[standard] While in class, you discuss the paper with students, making
any corrections as necessary.
[Abel] You enter their obtained results onto Abel.
[Abel] You send out the Exam Analysis (unique to each student) to your
entire class.
[Abel] Link is sent to their emails, but can also be directly accessed via
their Abel accounts.
[Abel] They enter their results (down to individual questions) using their
mobile phones and submit.

1.3 Improving Learning
1. [Abel] You and your students can now visualise the data, and understand
where students should spend their time revising.
2. [Abel] You can review insights generated by Abel on where your class
currently requires help.
3. [Abel] You can send homework personalised to each individual student;
this is informed by past data on the student.
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2.0 Getting Started
To begin, it is helpful to understand that within a School, teachers can share all
Exam Analyses created. However, each classroom belongs to a single teacher. The
diagram below illustrates this.

2.1 Registering Student Accounts
•
•

•

•

Start with creating accounts for your students. You can do so under
Classrooms, and then selecting the +Students button shaded in grey.
Then, add the First Name, Last Name and Email of each student.
o If there is a duplicate email, i.e. a student account with the same
email, this will return an error.
Each student registered in this way will be sent a confirmation email.
o A default password will be sent. Your student will use this password to
log in to their accounts.
o They are encouraged to change their default passwords:
www.abelytics.io/changepassword.
Your students are now able to login to the Abel platform.
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2.2 Adding Students to Classrooms
•
•
•

With a set of students ready, you can now add them into a Classroom.
Under the Classrooms tab, create a new Classroom, giving it a name and a
cohort.
Double click on the newly created Classroom, and type the First Name of
the student you would like to add into the classroom using the search box.
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3.0 The Exam Analysis
The Exam Analysis is a document on Abel that acts as the template for data
collection. It is based on any existing Exam/Test paper that you would like to collect
data on.
For each question, you will specify its type, the topic and subtopic. The Exam
Analysis will then be sent to each student, wherein they will fill it up with their
obtained marks.

3.1 Creating an Exam Paper
•

Each Exam Paper (EP) is tied to an Assessment. The assessment shown
below is the 2019 Aug Trials Exam for Year 11.

•

Select Create New Paper to name the EP, and select its Subject and
Syllabus.

3.2 Creating the Exam Analysis
•
•

Once the EP has been created, you can now create the Exam Analysis (EA).
Click Edit.
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•

You can now specify the corresponding Topic*, Subtopic*, Bloom's*,
Total Marks*, and Remarks (optional), for each individual question; *
being required.

•

A question must be nested down to 3 levels: e.g., 1(a)(i).
o So if question 1 only has a single level, e.g. Question 1, then you will
still need to create 1(a)(i).
o If your question has only two levels, e.g. Question 1(a) and then
1(b), you will need to create 1(a)(i) and 1(b)(i) respectively.
Note: you need to enter the Topic in order to specify the Subtopic.
Once completed, hit the Submit button to save your EA.

•
•

The total time this should take is less than 10 minutes for the average 80-mark
IGCSE question paper, if you are comfortable with your syllabus's topics/subtopics.
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4.0 Data Gathering
Abel uses a simple and efficient workflow process to collect data. Teachers prepare
the Exam Analysis to send out (< 10 minutes), and students enter their respective
marks for each individual question ( < 5 minutes/student). This takes a parallelized
approach rather than serialized, saving time for teachers.

4.1 Getting Ready
•

•

Before you send out the EA, there’s a few things you need to have done:
o Marked the exam papers and given each question a mark that is
visible to the student.
o You have the total raw mark for each question: e.g. 64/80.
We recommend that you only send out the EAs
o in class
o after discussing and making mark amendments (in cases of
corrections)

4.2 Sending the Exam Analysis
•
•

To send your EA to students, click on Send in the Papers tab.
You will be presented with toolbar to search for the class you would like to
send to. Enter the name of the class.
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•

Once a class has been selected, you will need to insert their individual raw
marks before the EA can be sent out.
o You can send out the EA individually, or to the entire class.
o To send to the entire class, use the Send All button at the bottom.

•

The same EA can be sent to multiple different classes. You will know the EA
has been sent out before if the button changes to Send Again. This way,
teachers can share EAs across the school for the same paper, avoiding
repeat work.
Once an EA has been sent out, it can no longer be edited in order to
safeguard data integrity.
The EAs sent out are specific to each student. They will receive a link unique
to their email accounts registered with Abel.

•
•
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4.3 Populating the Exam Analysis
•
•
•

Each student enrolled has an Abel account.
When you send out an EA, Abel sends an email notification with a unique link
to the EA submission form.
Students can view their EAs in two ways:
o Logging directly into their Abel accounts; or,
o via the unique link sent by email.

Example of what a student might see on their EA Submission
•

For students to be able to submit their results successfully, they will need to
ensure the marks they entered, matches the raw marks that you have set in
Section 3.2.
o If there are changes to their marks, e.g. during discussions, you can
change their raw marks. For details, see the next section (3.4).
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4.4 Monitoring Submissions
•

•

•

To monitor your students submissions, and change their raw marks (e.g.
during discussion, a mark was found to be awarded wrongly, and prior to
submission of EA by the student),
o Go to the Papers tab, then click on Monitor of the specific Exam
Paper.
o You will be shown a full list of classrooms that have been sent the EA
associated to this specific Exam Paper.
o Select the classroom by clicking on Results
The monitor page looks as below. You can
o view their submission status
o update their raw marks, prior to their submission
§ Once students have submitted their results, you can no longer
change their raw marks.
o visualise student performance
o gateway to the Recommendation page
To change student marks, simply enter the new value in the Raw Marks
box, to the nearest integer, and click Send All.
o Important: If you do change their marks, your student will need to
refresh their Submission Page in order for the new raw marks to be
updated on their unique links. This can result in students having to redo their submission if they were previously in the midst of filling it out.
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5.0 Teaching Better
Abel helps you teach better by giving you a clear view of where each student is at,
down to a granular level. This gives you the ability to tailor your lessons based on
past performance: e.g. where each student needs help in.

5.1 Visualising Results
•

•

You can visualise your student results according to their:
o Topics
o Subtopics
o Skill level (Bloom’s)
To the left, you can toggle the graph data for each individual student, as
shown below.

5.2 Insights through Recommendations
•

Going further, Abel uses a set of algorithms to recommend where you can
spend your time teaching to best improve your students' learning.
o Click on Recommendation to the left.
o You will be presented with a dropdown list to select the type of
recommendation that is most relevant to you.
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•

You have an option to track each recommended insights. By clicking Track
Me, the associated Insight will appear on your Teach dashboard.
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5.3 Personalised Homework
You can send homework personalised to each individual student. Each of these
assignments are generated intelligently by Abel, based on the data collected. This
gives your students ample practice with minimal intervention by you.

•

•

Click Send to send the personalised homework to your student.
o The homework will appear on the student’s dashboard on Abel as a
pdf document.
Once the student has completed the homework practice, you can mark the
assignment as complete with Completed.

A new homework is generated when:
(i)
An Exam Analysis is submitted by the student.
(ii)
When a homework is marked as complete by you.
From the perspective of the student:
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6.0 Appendix
6.1 Terminology:
1. Exam Paper
1. The paper your students are sitting for
2. Exam Analysis
1. The analysis of the Exam Paper, wherein each question’s topic,
subtopic and skill level are all specified by the subject teacher.

If you have any questions, ideas, criticisms - please feel free to get in touch
with us: brian@abelytics.com.
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